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The Beijing Platform of Action, adopted unanimously by 189 member 
states of the United Nations at the Fourth World Conference on Women 
in 1995, had acknowledged the media as one of the twelve critical areas of 

media and particularly to gender in the media, was not seen as important 

generally seen as priority areas were health, education and poverty, to 
name but a few. Media was seen as a rather secondary affair, so much 
so that it was barely given a mention in the strategy documents of the 

moment. In more recent years, there has been increased recognition of the 
pertinence and role of a gender sensitive media in contributing towards 
gender equality and more gender inclusive democracies. But despite 
progress made since 1995, the process remains slow. 

As the Beijing Plus 10 process illustrates, media and communication 
issues continue to exist somewhat on the margins of the International 

By 
2005, with the World Summit on the Information Society providing a 
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global context for debate on ICTs and development, it might have seemed 
appropriate to consider media and communications as ‘the big thing’- or 

of the Beijing Platform for Action. Yet, astonishingly, media related 
issues hardly featured in the review proceedings. The whole of media and 
communications seemed to have fallen off the agenda...” Needless to say 
that if media itself fell off the agenda, the debate regarding gender and 
media would have been further marginalized.

What is interesting and promising however is that some regional 
groupings across the world continue to see media and ICTs as important 
areas of intervention for development. The Southern African Development 
community (SADC) is one such grouping. In August 2008, SADC heads 
of state and governments signed the groundbreaking SADC protocol on 
Gender and Development, elevating the SADC declaration to a more 
binding regional instrument. With its 28 targets, the protocol provides 

includes the equal representation of women in all areas and at all levels 
of decision making. 

The fact that the SADC protocol contains targets for gender and the media 
seems to indicate that there is a move towards an expanding gender 
consciousness. But if the latter is about numbers only, the struggle for 
gender equality would remain a daunting one for a long time to come.

The gender and media baseline study in southern Africa indicate 
that women are underrepresented in the media. The fact that media 
houses remain a male dominated space, the chance for gender sensitive 
materials and reporting to take place remains rather thin. This does not 
necessarily mean that more women in the media houses would ensure 
reporting with gender lenses. Improved media training is absolutely 
vital to remove all the gender biases that prevail and make democracy 
more equitable. The challenge therefore is to integrate gender awareness 
training into all types and aspects of media training. This is also part of 
the mainstreaming exercise.
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and more just democracies. Media content should be revolutionized to 
make space for gender perspectives. In short media content should be 
infused with a feminist agenda. For this to happen, every aspect of media 
training should be genderised.

Mainstreaming gender in the media - from a politics of recognition 
to a politics of transformation

Mainstreaming gender in the media is not only about increasing the 
numbers of women in news room, as chief editors, as journalists etc. 
What is really needed in the media world is a politics of transformation 
and for this to happen, gender lenses need to be applied in every thing 
that the media does and/or handles. We need the kind of mainstreaming 
which ensures that there are more women in particular feminists who 
write, report, assign, analyse and frame the news. In short gender lenses 
should be applied to all topics and themes covered in the media. Such 
gender applications can go a long way in combating gender inequality 

reported as the one making the least progress.

Gender in the media in the 2015 post development framework

As we approach 2015 the target year for meeting the MDG goals, there is 
growing realization that meeting these goals particularly by the developing 

their interlocking effects have exacerbated many of the problems of the 
developing world. The resulting feminization of poverty in many places 

journalists, male or female are cognizant of such a situation is a question 
worth asking.

Leaders across the globe are currently very busy trying to frame the 2015 
post development agenda and I wish to suggest that the opportunity of 
the post 2015 framework be seized to interrogate the role of the media 
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in contributing to make the world a more gender equitable one, a world 

The media have become crucial to the workings of the economic, political, 
social and cultural spheres. The media operates at the local, national and 
global level as well as in the private sphere, where they are important 
sources of both information and entertainment.

The media provide spaces in which social, economic, political and cultural 
issues mentioned above, are presented and discussed but how often are 
these issues discussed with gender lenses? Gender monitoring of the 
media undertaken by different civil society groups in diverse spaces 
show us that this remains rather thin albeit there is some progress. 

considered important and legitimate in a society and how they will be 

do not simply restrict themselves to the dissemination of messages and 
nor can one argue that the audience receiving these messages are passive 
agents. They simply are not. Through the different news and forms of 
entertainment, the media houses produce and disseminate a wide variety 
of information, ideas, ways of thinking, assumptions, frameworks, belief 
systems, values and ethos, narratives. These shape our minds, opinions 
and world views. The media resources have a huge bearing on us- they 

processes and policy formation in the public and political spheres. Thus 
the media plays an important role in bringing about social change and 
transformation. But when media is tilted or biased in one direction, it is 

of society. In southern Africa, women constitute only 20 per cent 

Within the newsroom, women are glaringly absent from the 

the beats most likely to lead to vertical movement, within the 
media hierarchy.’
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The transformative potential of media goes to waste when media remains 

to the reproduction of inequality and such gender inequality reproduction 
augurs badly for societies which aspire to become gender inclusive and 
equitable.

Why is gender and gender inequality important?

The World Development Report 2012 has drawn our attention to the 
centrality of gender for development and how gender equality matters 
for development outcomes and policy making. In short gender inequality 

the unequal relations between men and women. Gender inequality 
means that women are subordinate to men and have less power, fewer 
resources and fewer opportunities to determine their own lives, as 
well as the direction of the societies in which they live. Not all women 
experience gender inequality in the same way because women do not 
constitute a monolithic, homogenous block. Women vary in terms of age, 
socioeconomic status, religion, and race. Such diversity also means that 
gender inequality dynamics play themselves out in different ways.

Whatever be the dynamics, it must be remembered that gender inequality  

represents a crucial problem for society as a whole. Gender inequality 

population is not fully contributing to many of the important activities and 
decision making processes that shape the present and future direction of 

for humanity as a whole is being impoverished.

Transformative potential of the media

Despite progress made in various parts of the world, women continue to 
remain marginalized and vulnerable. This is not to suggest that women 
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major stumbling blocks which impact on them negatively. It is therefore 
important that all institutions including the media play a role to ensure 
that women who constitute half of humanity be given their rightful place 
in terms of voice, action and recognition.

all forms of discrimination against women (CEDAW) but when we look at 
the plight of women especially in the context of the multiplicity of crises, 

many parts of the world, In fact, there is concern that gains made so far 
on gender equality may be eroded. The growing feminization of poverty in 
an increasingly neo liberal world, whee macro economic policies remain 
heavily male –biassed, leave little room for transformation. Such a 
situation calls for a gender sensitive media in all economic matters. What 
is therefore required is a media which is able to identify and understand 

should do.

What should the media do?

The media being such an important conveyor of information, 
communication and entertainment, its transformative potential for 
a more gender equitable world is enormous. But for that potential to 
become meaningful, it has to do the following:

It has to eliminate gender biases in the media such as subtle and 1. 
blatant gender stereotypes

2. 
terms of sources and content.
It has to put an end to gender blind coverage.
The use of gender insensitive language has to be stopped.

Issues pertaining to gender equitable development

implications for the making of gender inclusive societies and gender 
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equitable development. Some of these issues include:

Neoliberalism and macroeconomic policy making
Fiscal policy and gender blind budgets.
Climate change and disaster management
The care economy and the labour market
The underrepresentation of women in science and technology
Gender based violence and sexual abuse

male biased policies linked to these very issues that very often contribute 
to large segments of women becoming assetless, powerless and voiceless. 
There is no doubt that if media education/training covers these issues 
from a gender perspective, the battle for gender equitable development 
would become easier. Sadly however, the comment made by Lowe Morna 

“The response of media training institutions to glaring gender 
imbalances has been similar to that of governments that have 
created a few structures and isolated programmes on gender, 
or media houses that devote a regular space or time to gender, 
rather than to grapple with the tougher question of how to make 
sure a gender perspective runs through all training.”

It is important to point out that regular gender monitoring (if done 
effectively) and if accompanied by proper advocacy and lobby can assist 
media houses and media training institutions in gearing their work 
towards greater gender sensitivity as well as transformation.

Conclusion

Gender politics do matter at the simple level of numerical representation, 
but it is also clear that an uncritical focus on the simple inclusion of women 
within institutions obscures demands for social justice and political and 
economic transformation. The mere presence of physical female bodies 
in institutions will never challenge gender roles and relations if there 
is no feminist consciousness behind it. What is needed therefore is a 
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multipronged strategy focused on gender balance and gender sensitivity 
in terms of numbers, content and analysis.

Media training should therefore be revolutionized so that it extends its 
boundaries from issues of leadership, management, ethics, transparency 
and accountability to incorporate a whole range of issues such as the ones 
mentioned above but with a gender perspective so that societies can be 
truly transformed and human development be enhanced.


